Archangel Michael’s Rosary for
Overcoming a Spiritual Crisis
In the name of the unconditional love of the
Father, the Son, the Holy Spirit and the Miracle Hail Michael
Mother, Amen.
Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels,
Your Presence is always with me.
Beloved Archangel Michael, I dedicate this ro- Protect me from all forces of darkness,
sary to the manifestation of God’s will and
and bind the enemy within me.
God’s kingdom in . . .
I take dominion over my mind,
(Describe the situations and conditions that you and manifest God’s kingdom in my life.
want Archangel Michael and his angels to resolve.)
Holy Michael, Defender of Faith.
I invoke your Blue-flame Sword.
Cut me free from the lies of anti-christ,
Lord’s Prayer
so I can pierce the veil of separation.
My Father-Mother God who is within all life, I I affirm my oneness with God,
honor your Presence, the I AM, within me. I
and join the Body of God on Earth.
accept your kingdom manifest on Earth
through me. I accept my responsibility to mani- 2. Archangel Michael, I know that I am facing
fest your will on Earth, as it is manifest in
a spiritual crisis, and I am willing to admit that
Heaven.
I am being attacked by forces outside myself,
I accept that you are giving me my daily
forces that seem to be beyond my control. I
opportunity to be all that you are. I acknowlnow consciously place myself in the group of
edge that you forgive me my imperfections, as those who can be helped—because I am willing
I forgive others and surrender my will to the
to acknowledge that I have a problem. Archanhigher will within me. I therefore accept the
gel Michael, I ask for your assistance and I am
truth that the universe returns to me what I send willing to receive part of the momentum that
out.
you are, the momentum of God’s Will, the
I take responsibility for my mind and my
momentum of God’s protection.
life. I vow to rise above the temptations of the
lower self, so that you can deliver me from all Hail Michael
imperfect energies. I affirm that your kingdom, 3. Archangel Michael, I acknowledge that you
power and glory is manifest in my being, now are not locked in a dualistic battle with the
and forever. Amen.
devil and the demons and the forces of darkness—that you are not in duality. I understand
that this is why no force on Earth can prevail
Archangel Michael, I am willing to take
against you, when you manifest your Presence
an active approach
in the full power that you are. I acknowledge
1. Archangel Michael, I acknowledge you as
the Law of Free Will, which mandates that I
the Presence of the LORD who can withstand
must determine what darkness I allow to rethe onslaught of any force on Earth. I want to
main and what Light is allowed to manifest in
be part of your special dispensation and rise
my forcefield. Thus, I say, “I want to rise above
above all negative energy, the mass conscious- the darkness and rise into the Light of your
ness, my own momentums of the past and all
Presence, the Light of God!”
dark forces.
Hail Michael
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4. Archangel Michael, I know that my ego and
the forces of darkness do not want me to give
this rosary, for the Light I invoke will make
them uncomfortable. Yet I will not fall prey to
their subtle temptations to give up. Instead, I
will use their resistance to expose them by
monitoring my reactions and using my Godgiven will power – assisted by the infinite will
power of Archangel Michael – to walk right
through the opposition and establish a personal
relationship with Michael, the Archangel of
God’s Will.

7. Archangel Michael, I understand the equation of free will. I am willing to see how I have
invited the forces of darkness into my being,
even the ways that are unknown to me. I see
that the world is so saturated with the subtle
serpentine lies that I have invited the forces of
darkness into my being without knowing what I
was doing. I am willing to see the choices that I
made, and I am willing to undo the choices that
allowed the darkness to enter and allow it to
remain.

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels,
Your Presence is always with me.
Protect me from all forces of darkness,
and bind the enemy within me.
I take dominion over my mind,
and manifest God’s kingdom in my life.

8. Archangel Michael, I am willing to awaken,
to come up higher, and ultimately to take full
and final responsibility for myself, my own being, my own path in life, even my own salvation. I know that the forces of darkness do not
simply enter through activities that I see as
clearly dark, but also through seemingly innocent means, even religious activities that portray the eternal lie that I need an external savior
because I can do nothing to save myself.

Holy Michael, Defender of Faith.
I invoke your Blue-flame Sword.
Cut me free from the lies of anti-christ,
so I can pierce the veil of separation.
I affirm my oneness with God,
and join the Body of God on Earth.

Hail Michael

Hail Michael

9. Archangel Michael, I am willing to awaken,
to take responsibility, so that your power and
Presence can enter my being. I will not fight
5. Archangel Michael, I acknowledge that
when I feel like I am powerless, paralyzed, un- against your Light, and I will not hold on to the
darkness. I see that my ego holds on to the
der attack or weighted down by burdens and
darkness because my ego is comfortable with
forces that I cannot prevail against with the
strength of my outer mind and being, this is all the dark forces that give it some sense of power
an illusion. And the core of this illusion is that I and control over me. Yet I know my conscious
self is more than the ego, and thus I am willing
am the one who must be in control of my
to take a look at why I invited the forces of
forcefield.
darkness in. I am willing to look at every deciHail Michael
sion that opened my being to the darkness and
6. Archangel Michael, I acknowledge that you consciously undo it, so that I can be ultimately
will not violate my free will, whereas the forces free.
of darkness WILL violate my free will. I under- Hail Michael
stand that they can violate my free will only to
the extent that I allow them to do so. Archangel
I Choose Life!
Michael, I hereby invite you into my forcefield
Beloved Archangel Michael, save me or I
to banish the darkness from my Being. I underperish! (3X)
stand that I am the one who must choose to let
Archangel Michael, save me from the congo of the darkness before it can be consumed
sciousness of death that causes me to identify
by your Presence.
myself as a mortal human being who is separated from my God.
Hail Michael
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Beloved Archangel Michael, thou Defender
of my Faith, if people knew better, they would
do better, and by the authority of my God-given
free will I hereby declare that I am willing to
know better. I am willing to be cut free from
the lies of anti-christ that have enveloped my
soul, so that I am caught in a spider web of lies
from which there seems to be no way out.
Archangel Michael, I am willing to rise
above the consciousness of death and be free to
see the truth of Christ and the shining reality of
God. I am willing to see my God and no longer
live as a human being but live as the spiritual
being that I truly am.
Archangel Michael, I am willing to change
my life. I am willing to lose my mortal sense of
life, my mortal sense of identity, that is based
on the limitations of this world and the duality
of the carnal mind. I am willing to let mine eye
be single, so that I can see beyond the subtle
lies of the serpentine mind and be filled with
the Light of Christ. I am willing to surrender
my emotional attachments to the things of this
world and the limitations that seem so real. I
am willing to lose this sense of life to win the
immortal life of the Christ consciousness and
accept my true identity as a co-creator with
God.
Therefore I now say, with the full authority
of my free will and the power of the Christ
Flame within me:

Archangel Michael, I acknowledge the
power of God within me
1. Archangel Michael, I call to you to manifest
as much of your Presence in my being as I can
withstand. I vow to follow the gradual path that
you offer. I hereby invite you into my being to
banish the darkness. I will use the relief from
my burdens to look at my illusions and undo
the choices that make me vulnerable to dark
forces and energies. I want to come up higher
in consciousness and attain oneness with my
own Higher Being, my I AM Presence. I am the
wise workman who will multiply the talents so
I will not again be burdened by the darkness.
Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels,
Your Presence is always with me.
Protect me from all forces of darkness,
and bind the enemy within me.
I take dominion over my mind,
and manifest God’s kingdom in my life.
Holy Michael, Defender of Faith.
I invoke your Blue-flame Sword.
Cut me free from the lies of anti-christ,
so I can pierce the veil of separation.
I affirm my oneness with God,
and join the Body of God on Earth.

2. Archangel Michael, I want to enter an ongoing relationship with you, so that when I multiply what I have received, you can give me furI CHOOSE LIFE! (4X)
ther protection and relief—as I warrant it by
my willingness to keep doing your rosary, to
I choose the consciousness of life, the Christ
keep listening to your dictation, and to keep
consciousness, and I accept that am alive forstudying the teachings that I need to study in
evermore in the light of Christ. I accept that
order to take command over my own psycholbehind all appearances of this world is the real- ogy.
ity of my God, and therefore I vow to nevermore give permanency to any worldly appear- Hail Michael
3. Archangel Michael, I realize that for me to
ances. I affirm that God is everywhere and
enter into a personal relationship with you, I
therefore also in me.
I choose to be one with my God, and there- must take an active approach. I hereby let go of
fore I am the Presence of Archangel Michael in the illusions of traditional religion that portray
me as the passive recipient of the Grace from
this world.
Heaven. And thus, I do not expect that I should
be able to ask you to relieve my burden, and
you should immediately step in and do it for
me. I see that this is false religion, promoted by
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the forces of darkness in order to give them an
inroad into my being.
Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels,
Your Presence is always with me.
Protect me from all forces of darkness,
and bind the enemy within me.
I take dominion over my mind,
and manifest God’s kingdom in my life.
Holy Michael, Defender of Faith.
I invoke your Blue-flame Sword.
Cut me free from the lies of anti-christ,
so I can pierce the veil of separation.
I affirm my oneness with God,
and join the Body of God on Earth.
4. Archangel Michael, I recognize that it is the
very belief that I am passive, and that I have no
power on my own, that makes me vulnerable to
the dark forces in the first place. I see that if
you did something to confirm that belief, you
would prevent my ultimate freedom. I now take
charge and I say, “I AM responsible for my
own household, I AM responsible for my own
path in life. And thus I AM willing to look at
the illusions that I have come to believe, the
conditions I have set up, the expectations of life
that I have. And therefore, I AM willing to see
what is unreal, let go of what is unreal, and instead accept the truth of Christ that will make
me free from the unreality.”
Hail Michael

5. Archangel Michael, I see the difference between the true representatives of God in the
Ascended Host and the myriad of false teachers
who exist in the physical plane, the emotional
plane, the mental plane, and the lowest levels
of the etheric plane. I know they all want to tell
me that I cannot save myself, that I cannot rise
up on my own power, and that I need them to
do something for me. I recognize the truth that
I need nothing outside the power in my own
Being, because the Kingdom of God is within
me, meaning that I am created out of the Being
of my Creator.
Hail Michael

6. Archangel Michael, I am willing to acknowledge the power of God within me—that I AM
an extension of God’s Being, I AM an individualization of the Creator. I hereby let go of
the illusion of separation that causes me to believe that I am separated from my God and
separated from the rest of creation. I see that
this is the essential illusion of the serpentine
consciousness and those in the fallen consciousness who want to enslave all people on
Earth so they can milk them of their light and
their energy. I understand that these dark beings
can no longer receive light from God, and thus
they must get me to misqualify light so they
can absorb it.
Hail Michael

7. Archangel Michael, I now understand why
the dark forces are pounding on me day and
night to get me into an inharmonious and unbalanced state of mind. I know why they have
set up so many lies and illusions, so many activities, that have no other purpose than to manipulate me into a state of consciousness,
where I can be spiritually raped because I no
longer have the protection of my auric field. I
am determined to close up all openings in my
energy field that give an inroad for the dark
forces to walk in at any time of the day or night
and take over my being. With your help, I will
be in control of every situation, I will be in
control of my actions, emotions, thoughts and
my sense of who I am, so I can always feel uplifted and at peace.
Hail Michael

8. Archangel Michael, I recognize that there are
certain outer activities in this world that are
designed to open me up to the forces of darkness. I recognize that I cannot overcome a
spiritual crisis and attain peace of mind while
indulging in these activities. Thus, I am willing
to put forth the effort of freeing myself from
any and all outer activities that steal my peace.
I seek the clarity and the peace that will empower me to free myself from these activities
by taking responsibility for my past choices
and making better choices in the present and
the future.
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Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels,
Your Presence is always with me.
Protect me from all forces of darkness,
and bind the enemy within me.
I take dominion over my mind,
and manifest God’s kingdom in my life.
Holy Michael, Defender of Faith.
I invoke your Blue-flame Sword.
Cut me free from the lies of anti-christ,
so I can pierce the veil of separation.
I affirm my oneness with God,
and join the Body of God on Earth.
9. Archangel Michael, I recognize that my ego
will not understand the advantage of letting go
of these activities, but I know I am more than
my ego, and my conscious self will recognize
the truth. I recognize that this part of my being
is an extension of God, the Creator himself.
Thus, I have the ability to make the choice to
come up higher and I say, “This outer manifestation of imperfection and unreality, this outer
manifestation of inharmony and imbalance, is
not the true being that I AM. And therefore, I
will no longer indulge in this, I will no longer
indulge in the illusion that it has any power
over me.”
Hail Michael

I Choose Life!
Beloved Archangel Michael, save me or I
perish! (3X)
Archangel Michael, save me from the consciousness of death that causes me to identify
myself as a mortal human being who is separated from my God.
Beloved Archangel Michael, thou Defender
of my Faith, if people knew better, they would
do better, and by the authority of my God-given
free will I hereby declare that I am willing to
know better. I am willing to be cut free from
the lies of anti-christ that have enveloped my
soul, so that I am caught in a spider web of lies
from which there seems to be no way out.
Archangel Michael, I am willing to rise
above the consciousness of death and be free to

see the truth of Christ and the shining reality of
God. I am willing to see my God and no longer
live as a human being but live as the spiritual
being that I truly am.
Archangel Michael, I am willing to change
my life. I am willing to lose my mortal sense of
life, my mortal sense of identity, that is based
on the limitations of this world and the duality
of the carnal mind. I am willing to let mine eye
be single, so that I can see beyond the subtle
lies of the serpentine mind and be filled with
the Light of Christ. I am willing to surrender
my emotional attachments to the things of this
world and the limitations that seem so real. I
am willing to lose this sense of life to win the
immortal life of the Christ consciousness and
accept my true identity as a co-creator with
God.
Therefore I now say, with the full authority
of my free will and the power of the Christ
Flame within me:
I CHOOSE LIFE! (4X)
I choose the consciousness of life, the Christ
consciousness, and I accept that am alive forevermore in the light of Christ. I accept that
behind all appearances of this world is the reality of my God, and therefore I vow to nevermore give permanency to any worldly appearances. I affirm that God is everywhere and
therefore also in me.
I choose to be one with my God, and therefore I am the Presence of Archangel Michael in
this world.
Archangel Michael, I am willing to be
spiritually self-sufficient
1. Archangel Michael, I recognize that there is
no condition in this world that has any ultimate
reality to it whatsoever. There is no condition
in this world that has any power over the real
me, the conscious self, my Higher Being. I see
that the ultimate way to be free from the forces
of this world is to realize that they are unreal—and because they are unreal, they have no
power over me.
Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels,
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Your Presence is always with me.
Protect me from all forces of darkness,
and bind the enemy within me.
I take dominion over my mind,
and manifest God’s kingdom in my life.
Holy Michael, Defender of Faith.
I invoke your Blue-flame Sword.
Cut me free from the lies of anti-christ,
so I can pierce the veil of separation.
I affirm my oneness with God,
and join the Body of God on Earth.
2. Archangel Michael, I realize that nothing
that is unreal can possibly threaten that which
is real. Thus, I call to my Christ self to help me
attain Christ discernment to separate the real
from the unreal in my being and world. I realize that while I am burdened by this or that energy and force, I cannot have full Christ discernment. Yet I know there is a reality in my
being that can know what is real and unreal in
my immediate situation. I can know what is the
next step I need to take in order to overcome
my present burden, to come out of my present
crisis.

5. Archangel Michael, I am not expecting you
to save me permanently. I ask you to come on a
temporary basis to uplift me so that I can have
freedom and peace to connect to the power of
God within myself. And so that, after a time, I
no longer need your Presence as the external
power of God, for I have now discovered the
internal power of God that I truly am. And thus
I realize that in the inner parts of my being, I
am one with the entire Ascended Host, with the
entire Body of God.
Hail Michael

6. Archangel Michael, I realize that you are not
truly outside of me. I recognize that you have a
universal Presence that cannot be confined to
time and space, and thus you are also inside of
me. I know you represent the Power of God,
and the Power of God can stream through me
from the inside, making me spiritually selfsufficient. And that is when the demons of
darkness will run from me because they will
know that they have lost their power over me,
as they lost their power over Christ.
Hail Michael

7. Archangel Michael, I want ultimate freedom.
I am willing to look at every illusion, every
Hail Michael
serpentine lie that has crept into my conscious3. Archangel Michael, I recognize the inner reness. I know this can be done, for I have a
ality of my Being and I am awakening to the
Christ Self that is internal to me. And when I
realization that I am God—I am an individualiconnect to that Christ Self, I get the inner reczation of God! Thus, I am making the choice
ognition that shows me what is real and what is
that God would make in my present situation,
unreal in my being and world.
so that I can overcome the burden that seems
insurmountable with my human consciousness. Hail Michael
I acknowledge the truth in the words of Jesus, 8. Archangel Michael, I will be alert and true to
“With men this is impossible but with God all the inner promptings of my Christ self, so that I
things are possible.”
can take the steps that are specific to my immediate situation and will help me rise one step
4. Archangel Michael, I acknowledge the spark higher on my path and attain a greater degree
of God in my being. I also see that I cannot yet of freedom from the darkness. I know that by
unleash the power of God from within myself. taking one doable step at a time, I WILL
Therefore, I ask you to be the vicarious power gradually overcome all of the darkness.
of God for a time, until I am fully connected to Hail Michael
the power of God within myself, and thus I am 9. Archangel Michael, I understand that one
spiritually self-sufficient.
can become used to the illusions, and even the
Hail Michael

Hail Michael

presence of dark forces can become almost an
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addiction, where the outer mind is so addicted
to these dark forces and what they do, that the
outer mind cannot let it go. I see that behind
any addiction is the outer mind’s sense that it
cannot do without the darkness. It has so internalized the darkness and made it part of its own
being that it literally could not maintain a sense
of continuity and identity without it. Yet I also
know I am more than the outer mind and the
body. Thus, the conscious self is hereby letting
go of all darkness in my being.
Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels,
Your Presence is always with me.
Protect me from all forces of darkness,
and bind the enemy within me.
I take dominion over my mind,
and manifest God’s kingdom in my life.

Archangel Michael, I am willing to change
my life. I am willing to lose my mortal sense of
life, my mortal sense of identity, that is based
on the limitations of this world and the duality
of the carnal mind. I am willing to let mine eye
be single, so that I can see beyond the subtle
lies of the serpentine mind and be filled with
the Light of Christ. I am willing to surrender
my emotional attachments to the things of this
world and the limitations that seem so real. I
am willing to lose this sense of life to win the
immortal life of the Christ consciousness and
accept my true identity as a co-creator with
God.
Therefore I now say, with the full authority
of my free will and the power of the Christ
Flame within me:
I CHOOSE LIFE! (4X)

Holy Michael, Defender of Faith.
I invoke your Blue-flame Sword.
Cut me free from the lies of anti-christ,
so I can pierce the veil of separation.
I affirm my oneness with God,
and join the Body of God on Earth.
I Choose Life!
Beloved Archangel Michael, save me or I
perish! (3X)
Archangel Michael, save me from the consciousness of death that causes me to identify
myself as a mortal human being who is separated from my God.
Beloved Archangel Michael, thou Defender
of my Faith, if people knew better, they would
do better, and by the authority of my God-given
free will I hereby declare that I am willing to
know better. I am willing to be cut free from
the lies of anti-christ that have enveloped my
soul, so that I am caught in a spider web of lies
from which there seems to be no way out.
Archangel Michael, I am willing to rise
above the consciousness of death and be free to
see the truth of Christ and the shining reality of
God. I am willing to see my God and no longer
live as a human being but live as the spiritual
being that I truly am.

I choose the consciousness of life, the Christ
consciousness, and I accept that am alive forevermore in the light of Christ. I accept that
behind all appearances of this world is the reality of my God, and therefore I vow to nevermore give permanency to any worldly appearances. I affirm that God is everywhere and
therefore also in me.
I choose to be one with my God, and therefore I am the Presence of Archangel Michael in
this world.
Archangel Michael, I will keep going to
the victory
1. Archangel Michael, I recognize that even if I
have a long road ahead of me, you are willing
to walk with me every step of the way—as I
am willing to keep taking one small step at a
time. I do not expect that I can come up to the
full freedom in an instant. I know that a journey of a thousand miles is completed only
when I keep taking one small step at a time.
Hail Michael
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2. Archangel Michael, I decide right now that I
want to be free of this darkness, and I will keep
taking one small step at a time. Archangel Michael, I believe your promise that eventually
the forces of darkness will lose their grip over
my mind. I realize that I can indeed be free,
that I WILL indeed be free—if I keep taking
one step at a time.
Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels,
Your Presence is always with me.
Protect me from all forces of darkness,
and bind the enemy within me.
I take dominion over my mind,
and manifest God’s kingdom in my life.
Holy Michael, Defender of Faith.
I invoke your Blue-flame Sword.
Cut me free from the lies of anti-christ,
so I can pierce the veil of separation.
I affirm my oneness with God,
and join the Body of God on Earth.

5. Archangel Michael, I will continue your program of giving this rosary and listening to your
dictation until I have taken back control over
my being. I refuse to continue the same old
momentums of letting my emotional body and
my thoughts run wild because they are taken
over by the darkness. Instead, I will remain in
your Presence for as long as I need, until I feel
that the darkness has receded enough to allow
me to make clear decisions and go on with my
daily life. I am determined that with your empowerment, I will not be among those who go
down in a downward spiral, a black hole of
self-destruction. Instead, I am willing to make
my own decisions, to help myself come up
higher—and to keep taking that one small step
at a time.
Hail Michael

6. Archangel Michael, with your help I will not
expect immediate relief, I will not get discouraged or bored or start doubting that this will
work in the end. I recognize that discourage3. Archangel Michael, I recognize that no mat- ment is the sharpest tool in the devil's toolkit. I
ter how burdened I might be, I can always take know the dark forces will try to discourage me,
yet I will keep on keeping on, until I break
some small step—and I am willing to do so. I
through to a higher level of consciousness. I
recognize that the law of free will mandates
that you can only help those who are willing to will not allow doubt to creep into my mind or
become discouraged at the last minute. I will
help themselves by making decisions. I know
go with you all the way until I experience an
that God did not create darkness or allowed it
to be on Earth, but that it is created through the entirely new phase in my life.
law of free will, whereby the people on Earth
Hail Michael
have allowed the darkness to enter this planet
7. Archangel Michael, I recognize that you
and have continued to allow it to maintain a
have given me the tool to turn my life around. I
presence here.
know I have the potential to come up higher
Hail Michael
and turn my life into a positive spiral. I will not
4. Archangel Michael, I recognize that my con- fall prey to any excuse from my ego or the dark
scious self has the ability to connect to the real- forces to stop. I know that by listening to your
words and giving this rosary, they become so
ity of God and experience that God is beyond
uncomfortable that they can barely stand to be
duality. I am willing to keep taking one small
in my auric field. And I want nothing more than
step at a time and rise in consciousness, until
the clouds part and I suddenly see a glimpse of to see them go so that I can move into oneness
the non-dualistic reality of God. At that point I with my own Higher Being and attain peace of
mind.
will know that what you say is true, even
though I cannot know it with the outer mind
Hail Michael
right now.
8. Archangel Michael, I am willing to let your
Hail Michael
Presence be with me, and I allow you full and
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unrestricted access to my being, so that you can
shine your light and remove all hiding places
for the darkness. I will listen beyond your
words to the vibration that you are. I recognize
the reality that even though the forces of darkness that have burdened and controlled me may
seem to have power, Archangel Michael does
not accept that they have any power over me.
Therefore, neither do I accept that they have
any power over me.
Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels,
Your Presence is always with me.
Protect me from all forces of darkness,
and bind the enemy within me.
I take dominion over my mind,
and manifest God’s kingdom in my life.
Holy Michael, Defender of Faith.
I invoke your Blue-flame Sword.
Cut me free from the lies of anti-christ,
so I can pierce the veil of separation.
I affirm my oneness with God,
and join the Body of God on Earth.

I Choose Life!
Beloved Archangel Michael, save me or I
perish! (3X)
Archangel Michael, save me from the consciousness of death that causes me to identify
myself as a mortal human being who is separated from my God.
Beloved Archangel Michael, thou Defender
of my Faith, if people knew better, they would
do better, and by the authority of my God-given
free will I hereby declare that I am willing to
know better. I am willing to be cut free from
the lies of anti-christ that have enveloped my
soul, so that I am caught in a spider web of lies
from which there seems to be no way out.
Archangel Michael, I am willing to rise
above the consciousness of death and be free to
see the truth of Christ and the shining reality of
God. I am willing to see my God and no longer
live as a human being but live as the spiritual
being that I truly am.
Archangel Michael, I am willing to change
my life. I am willing to lose my mortal sense of
life, my mortal sense of identity, that is based
on the limitations of this world and the duality
of the carnal mind. I am willing to let mine eye
be single, so that I can see beyond the subtle
lies of the serpentine mind and be filled with
the Light of Christ. I am willing to surrender
my emotional attachments to the things of this
world and the limitations that seem so real. I
am willing to lose this sense of life to win the
immortal life of the Christ consciousness and
accept my true identity as a co-creator with
God.
Therefore I now say, with the full authority
of my free will and the power of the Christ
Flame within me:

9. Archangel Michael, I recognize that the dark
forces and my ego have controlled my ability
to make choices to the point where I cannot see
the reality that allows me to make free choices.
Yet I will no longer allow the forces of darkness to influence my choosing, and I take up
your offer to become one with your will power
and your reality. I know that I will thereby gain
strength to make my own choices by taking
back my power of will. I will find the element
of peace, comfort, and the sense that there is
hope ahead. Thus, I accept that there is still a
sun shining above the storm clouds in my
forcefield. And that sun is my own I AM Presence, which is my true identity in God. Thus, I I CHOOSE LIFE! (4X)
know all lower sense of identity is unreal, and I
hereby let it go. I am willing to lose my mortal I choose the consciousness of life, the Christ
consciousness, and I accept that am alive forlife in order to win the eternal life of Christ.
evermore in the light of Christ. I accept that
Hail Michael
behind all appearances of this world is the reality of my God, and therefore I vow to nevermore give permanency to any worldly appear-
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ances. I affirm that God is everywhere and
therefore also in me.
I choose to be one with my God, and therefore I am the Presence of Archangel Michael in
this world.
I affirm that Archangel Michael and his billions
of Blue-flame Angels are cutting me free from
dark spirits and dark energies.
I affirm that Archangel Michael and his billions
of Blue-flame Angels are cutting me free from
the lies of anti-christ.
I affirm that Archangel Michael and his billions
of Blue-flame Angels are cutting me free from
spiritual slavery under the forces of anti-christ.
I affirm that Archangel Michael and his billions
of Blue-flame Angels are cutting me free from
material slavery under the power elite.
My being and world is the Lord’s and the
fullness thereof. (3X) Amen.

Sealing
Archangel Michael, I will no longer listen to
the demons and the ego that howl their songs
incessantly, trying to overwhelm me. I will listen to the voice and absorb the vibration of an
archangel. And in your vibration, I am sealed in
the inner knowing that no external force can
take away. I know there is a God, that God is
real and that God is everywhere, including in
me. I now find the God within, and I accept the
reality of that God and that it is the only reality.
I am sealed in the knowing that all manifestations on this Earth are ultimately illusions
that have no power over the real spiritual being
that I AM. I am sealed in that reality, and I accept the Presence of an archangel until I can
accept the Presence of my own Higher Being.
I am sealed in the God Power of the first
ray of the Will of God—the infinite faith that is
beyond doubt because it is not faith, it is not
belief, it is Oneness with reality, the reality that
I AM.

In the name of the unconditional love of the
Father, the Son, the Holy Spirit and the Miracle
Mother, Amen.
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